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1 May 2012 
 
 
 
Rob Hannaby, Principal Environmental Specialist 
Highways and Network Operations 
NZ Transport Agency 
Private Bag 6995 
WELLINGTON 6141 
Email: rob.hannaby@nzta.govt.nz 
 
 
 
Dear Rob 
 

Draft State Highway Construction Noise Guide v0.4 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Construction Noise Guide. Given time 
pressures we have not been able to consider the Guide in detail, and the feedback form is not 
designed to be applicable for our concerns so we provide high level comments below.  
 
While the comments below are focused on the AA’s concerns and issues, this is not to 
undermine the excellent guidance and suggestions provided in the Guide for noise 
management (e.g. temporary noise barriers, silent vehicle reversing alarms, advance warning 
of dates, event tickets for residents). The AA supports use of smart win-win approaches where 
these are cost effective and value for money. However without a briefing on the issues, the AA 
is not able to comment on specific detailed proposals. 
 
Objective 
The Guide’s overall formal objective is to “manage construction noise to acceptable levels”. The 
AA considers this unbalanced in that it takes no account of NZTA’s customers needs, or of 
value for money. It appears predicated on the “please everyone” approach of consent 
processes, without regard to whether this is in the national interest. It places all the burden of 
responsibility on NZTA to manage noise, rather than for example mitigating the effect of 
construction (including noise) by temporarily relocating people or leaving the noise as is and 
compensating the affected persons. 
 
The AA considers that a balanced objective would include wording to include cost 
effectively manage the impact of noise to reasonable levels while balancing the needs of 
the wider community and travelling public”.  
 
Impact on Cost and Value for Money 
The AA supports a balanced approach to managing externalities such as noise. However, the 
AA is extremely concerned, and has been for many years, about the dramatic increases in 
construction cost resulting from mitigating temporary externalities. The Noise Guide sits within 
a regulatory and procedural framework that the AA considers based on a “please everyone” 
approach, which is resulting in significant cost increases and making reasonable transport 
projects unaffordable. This is cumulatively having a long term detrimental effect on the New 
Zealand transport system. 
 
A primary driver of construction cost is the capital cost of heavy specialist machinery. If this 
cost is distributed across 24 hours per day, it will cost 3 times less than if the hours of operation 
are restricted to 8 hours per day. Noise management policy thus has a significant impact on 
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NZTA’s value for money equation and we do not feel that this has been taken sufficiently into 
account.  
 
The AA considers NZTA should do a national cost-benefit analysis on whether the noise 
reduction strategies make a net contribution to the national interest or not - NZTA’s 
objective of “a thriving New Zealand” – and present the results to the NZTA Board to 
inform thinking on value for money and to government as input to wider government 
workstreams such as RMA and local government reform. 
 
Impact on Delays 
The AA is particularly concerned that noise mitigation is most important at night, while road 
user travel is during the day. To reduce construction at night while maintaining progress, NZTA 
must do so at the expense of increased inconvenience and delay during construction to road 
users during the day, the peak traffic period.  
 
The AA considers this a very one-sided approach. Reducing noise to what is acceptable to one 
person should not always trump the stress and disruption this causes to another person (the 
road user); these should be fairly assessed and balanced.  
 
A balanced approach would also include as a performance measure the stress on road 
users in daily facing the construction delays that go on longer than necessary, and 
monitor this. 
 
Added to increasing the delays caused by the construction process itself are the delays to 
project completion. Projects are funded because they have high strategic value to the country 
and thus are expected to have a high return once opened for business. The loss of value costs 
the country for each day construction is slowed to accommodate noise (among other factors).  
Of the various noise mitigation strategies, options that allow faster project completion will thus 
have greater overall benefits to New Zealand (e.g. providing alternative accommodation for 
residents so construction could continue through the night).  
 
When NZTA compares the cost effectiveness and value for money of the various noise 
management options, it must include the effect on project completion dates and 
construction delays. 
 
Finally, affected communities as a whole should be given the choice between faster completion 
and shortened hours. While some residents may prefer shorter hours, others may prefer to 
have it over and done with and this option should be canvassed. 
 
Summary 
While the draft document appears very thorough in addressing its stated intent, the AA has 
significant concerns about the framework that the Guide is working within. The AA considers 
that NZTA has an obligation to analyse the effects of such guidelines and provide the 
NZTA Board and government with information regarding the cost that such restrictions 
are imposing on the land transport system. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Mike Noon  
General Manager, Motoring Affairs 
 
cc Neil Walker, National Manager Network Performance, NZ Transport Agency 
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